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The present collection of articles comprises studies undertaken by the author
during his stay in Saudi Arabia.As these studies were undertaken in different
times,repetition was unavoidable But the collection is useful and comprehensive in
as much as the author dealt with value perspective in Islamic Economic s in a lucid
and clear style.A reader who is uninitiated into ideological underpinnings of Islamic
Economics will find the collection eminently useful in broadening his understanding
of the subject.The author has also selected some areas where the application of
Islamic Economics and its principles are likely to produce the greatest impact  on
the basic economics challenge of modern societies.

The usefulness of the collection may be emphasised in view of the fact that few
such comprehensive treatments of the values and precepts of Islamic Economics
and its application is available in any single book in English.However since these
researches were undertaken,Islamic Economics has made commendable advances
in the academic and analytical studies published in subsequent articles written by
reputed Islamic Economists.But most of the later publication appear to assume
minimum knowledge of the value perspectives of Islamic Economics on the part of
the reader.In this respect this book is designed to fulfill the gap .We recommend
the study of this book to all new entrants in the study of Islamic Economics.

 

Contents : Preface  Introduction Part I The Ideology and Philosophy  I The ideological
Perspective II The Philosophical Foundation of Islamic Economics III.The objectives of Islamic
Economic System V.The Nature of Islamic Economic System Part II The Issues in Islamic
Economics  VI The State and Economic Development VII Factors of Productio2n:An Islamic
View VIII The Islamic System of Income/Wealth Distribution Footnotes And References

The Author : .He graduated from the Bihar University Muzaffarput  and completed his
master and Ph.D from AMU Aligarh .He served as economic advisor in the Ministery of finance
and National Economy Riyadh KSA,assistant Professor of Islamic Economic s,University of
Imam Ibn e Saud  University Riyadh and Chief co-ordinator for the translation of meaning of
Holy Quran of World  King Fahad Holy Quran Printing Complex He established various
institutions and serving in different capacity at national and international levels.Currently he
is a chairman of the Institute of Objective Studies ,President Indian Assicuation of Muslim
Social Scientists and Chief representative of International Islamic University ,Malaysia in
India.Director of United Mass Media Association (UMMA) Chairman Tawun Trust Member All
India Milli Council ,Founder Trustee of Universal Peace Foundation (UPF) Director, Genuine
Publication and Media Pvt Ltd .and Treasurer of Islamic Fiqah Academy (IFA).He participated
national and international seminarsconferences workshops and discussion.He wrote five
booklets and books.
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